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Women's Home Workout Bible
In Body By Simone, Simone De La Rue, the personal trainer
for some of the hottest bodies in Hollywood, shares her
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fitness secrets and teaches women how to achieve an A-list
body using her fun and unique strength training and cardio
workouts. Considered the "next Tracy Anderson," Simone De
La Rue has created a total body workout—a unique fusion of
Pilates, bar method, strength training, and cardio dance
moves—for women looking to lose weight, tone up, change up
their routine, lose baby weight, or exercise while recovering
from an injury. Her workouts are fast-paced, fun, and targeted
for the muscle groups women most want to tone: arms, abs,
glutes, and thighs. Filled with nearly 200 gorgeous color
photos, Body By Simone features Simone’s eight-week plan
that incorporates her dance-based cardio workouts and
signature strength training moves. Here are workouts for all
levels—beginning, intermediate, and advanced—and a selfassessment test to choose the right plan for you. Simone
offers a breakdown for each week and a schedule for each
day, including an overview of the week’s goals and
challenges. Each week builds on the next to keep you
challenged and engaged, and see the results you want. To
boost weight loss and metabolism as well as naturally detox
the body, Simone also provides a 7-day kick-start cleanse
complete with recipes for simple meals, juices, and
smoothies.

The Body Sculpting Bible for Buns & Legs
Building on the amazing success of his best-selling book THE
BODY SCULPTING BIBLE FOR MEN, James Villepigue will
get you ready for the beach fast with THE BODY
SCULPTING BIBLE SWIMSUIT EDITION. He's designed a
very specific, targeted workout plan that's guaranteed to put
you in the best beach shape of your life! Special exercises will
show you how to: * Build powerful biceps * Sculpt chiseled
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abs * Achieve well-defined pecs * Plus diet tips, workout
plans, meal schedules, and more THE BODY SCULPTING
BIBLE SWIMSUIT EDITION FOR MEN will make you
confident, strong, fit, and toned!

THE BODY SCULPTING BIBLE EXPRESS FOR
WOMEN WI
With The Men’s Fitness Exercise Bible, you will always have
time to get in great shape—even if you only have no time at
all. You will always have the equipment you need—even if you
have no equipment at all. You will never grow bored or stop
seeing progress—and your workout will never become routine.
Whether you have access to an upscale gym or just a
dumbbell in your garage, whether you’re an elite athlete or a
complete beginner, there’s a workout in this book—101 of
them, in fact—that will get you bigger, stronger, and leaner.
Discover how to accomplish in 8 minutes what most people
do in 80—because top exercise pros give you only the most
effective and efficient workouts in the world. The Men’s
Fitness Exercise Bible gives you:

Body Sculpting with Kettlebells for Women
Sculpt and shape your ultimate body. In Strong & Sculpted,
internationally renowned fitness expert Brad Schoenfeld’s
proven training practices will help you get real-world results.
Featuring 117 exercises, the book is based on Schoenfeld’s
years of expertise with celebrity clients and elite competitors.

Strong & Sculpted
From elite bodybuilding competitors to gymnasts, from golfers
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to fitness gurus, anyone who works out with weights must
own this book -- a book that only Arnold Schwarzenegger
could write, a book that has earned its reputation as "the bible
of bodybuilding." Inside, Arnold covers the very latest
advances in both weight training and bodybuilding
competition, with new sections on diet and nutrition, sports
psychology, the treatment and prevention of injuries, and
methods of training, each illustrated with detailed photos of
some of bodybuilding's newest stars. Plus, all the features
that have made this book a classic are here: Arnold's triedand-true tips for sculpting, strengthening, and defining each
and every muscle to create the ultimate buff physique The
most effective methods of strength training to stilt your needs,
whether you're an amateur athlete or a pro bodybuilder
preparing for a competition Comprehensive information on
health, nutrition, and dietary supplements to help you build
muscle, lose fat, and maintain optimum energy Expert advice
on the prevention and treatment of sports-related injuries
Strategies and tactics for competitive bodybuilders from
selecting poses to handling publicity The fascinating history
and growth of' bodybuilding as a sport, with a photographic
"Bodybuilding Hall of Fame" And, of course, Arnold's
individual brand of inspiration and motivation throughout
Covering every level of expertise and experience, The New
Encyclopedia of Modern Bodybuilding will help you achieve
your personal best. With his unique perspective as a seventime winner of the Mr. Olympia title and all international film
star, Arnold shares his secrets to dedication, training, and
commitment, and shows you how to take control of your body
and realize your own potential for greatness.

The Body Sculpting Bible for Men, Fourth Edition
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Cassey Ho, internationally renowned fitness instructor, is
known for her irresistibly popular workout videos which have
been shared millions of times online. She runs the #1
women's fitness channel on YouTube, Blogilates. Her unique
format, POP Pilates© is a fusion of ab-chiseling, butt lifting,
total body sculpting exercises that are performed using only
your bodyweight. Cassey's personality is bubbly, inspiring,
and infectious. But don't let the smile fool you - her workouts
will leave you sweating and sore for days. By following Ho's
super effective workout plans and clean-eating recipes, you
will transform your body towards a stronger, sleeker, and
happier version of you. Hot Body Year Round is your
ULTIMATE exercise and nutrition guide to living a fit, happy,
and healthy life while sculpting your HOTTEST body. Cassey
will show you how to stay motivated throughout the year, no
matter what the challenges are. You will get: - 120 of
Cassey's BEST total body transforming exercises - The
complete POP Pilates exercise library - fully photographed
and easy to follow - 20 full length workouts - 40 brand new,
ridiculously delicious & nutritious recipes - Foods for beautiful
hair, skin, and nails - 4 complete clean eating meal plans &
grocery lists that complement each season - Cassey's
personal daily meal plan - Motivational tips to stay inspired
year-round - 256 pages of full color, glossy inspiration From
the Trade Paperback edition.

Obstacle Race Training Bible
Men are losing their masculinity. Guys are urged to get in
touch with their "feminine" side at the expense of the
traditional attributes that make men "male." Not only has
"manliness" become a dirty word in a society of beta males
and couch potatoes, but there's actually less and less of it in
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the blood of too many American men, with studies showing
declines in average testoterone levels over the past 20 years.
Today's men need a major adjustment of alpha attitude, and
"Alpha Male Challenge" is the 10-week plan for reclaiming the
masculine, competitive edge guys need to be on top of their
game in every aspect of their lives. It's the new blueprint for
the "true" Alpha Male--the ideal of masculine excellence
today. More than just another fitness book, this three-part
exercise, diet, and mind-set overhaul features: the
revolutionary MaleScale assessment questionnaire that
measures the physical and mental traits that define the true
Alpha Male; a step-by-step regimen to develop the Four C's
of Alpha Attitude: commitment, confidence, courage, and
conscience; the Alpha Wave Basic Training program to build
muscle, burn fat, and produce testosterone; the Work Heart/
Play Heart cardio system; and the Alpha Fuel Solution, a
convenient approach to food and supplements with simple
Fuel Rules based on what the human body was designed to
eat over the past 2.5 million years, tweaked with cutting edge
innovations. This is a straightforward instruction manual to
build the kind of man these hard times demand: ruggedly
powerful and supremely confident. It will help guys become
more successful in their workouts, in their careers, and even
in their relationships, as they learn to embody the everyday
heroism of the true Alpha Male.

The Body Sculpting Bible Express
Boasting 100 exercises and 104 variations, the new edition of
Bodybuilding Anatomy is the ultimate guide to gaining mass
and sculpting your physique. It features step-by-step
instruction and 141 full-color anatomical illustrations, including
the most popular competitive poses, and recommendations to
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modify and individualize programming for specific needs.

The Body Keeps the Score
NEW EDITION FEATURING THE 14-DAY BODY
SCULPTING WORKOUT AND MORE! It's body sculpting at
its best--the best exercises and the best training schedule out
there, anywhere. Also includes a complete nutrition guide and
diet plan for maximum results. The Body Sculpting Bible for
Men, Third Edition is now bigger and better than ever! Now
with updated and revised material, it contains all the original
detailed exercises that made it a best-selling phenomenon,
plus: • New Rapid Body Sculpting Workouts and Bodyweight
Workouts • Six new diet plans, including milk-free and ovolacto-vegetarian diets • Even more tips and helpful
information to keep you motivated and help you reach your
fitness goals This comprehensive guide includes not only
exercises but also nutritional tips, psychological tricks, meal
charts, workout graphs, different fitness plans, the inside
scoop on bodybuilding supplements, advice on keeping fit
while traveling, and weightlifting information for teens and
seniors. The 14-Day Body Sculpting Workout for Men drives
your body hard in two-week increments so the workout never
stays the same for long and the results—washboard abs, a
chiseled chest, big guns, broad shoulders, and tight buns—just
keep on coming. The Body Sculpting Bible for Men, Third
Edition is the gold standard for body sculpting. It’s everything
you’ve ever wanted in a fitness book and everything you’ve
ever wanted in a training regimen—and it will give you
everything you’ve ever wanted in a body. For video channel,
online support and much more, visit www.getfitnow.com.

Alpha Male Challenge
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Percy is incredibly accident-prone, and holds the dubious
record of the most accidents. Percy has had a small rivalary
with Harold, however, they are always willing to help each
other when in trouble.

The Body Sculpting Bible Swimsuit Workout
Outlines a training and nutrition program specifically for
women designed to strengthen and smooth the abdominal
muscles, provides instructions for a variety of exercises, and
lays out a schedule of workouts.

Men's Body Sculpting
A must for anyone who is serious about bulking up, "The
Hardgainer's Body Building Handbook" contains training
schedules, exercise plans, nutrition logs, detailed beginner,
intermediate, and advanced workout routines, and
information on diet, cooking, and nutrition.

The Body Sculpting Bible for Women
It takes guts and dedication to meticulously sculpt an
extremely lean and cut physique. If you are ready to build a
competition-worthy body or just want to look like a pro, there
is no better program than the total-body diet and workout plan
revealed in Men's Health Natural Bodybuilding Bible. It is THE
how-to manual for anyone who wants to win his first
bodybuilding competition the right way—purely, naturally, on
guts, grit, and extreme dedication to diet and muscle craft. Or
even just look like you did without stepping foot on a stage!
Developed by professional Natural Bodybuilding Champion
Tyler English, this plan will show you how to pack on pounds
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of MUSCLE with the workouts that helped him take first place
in competition. Get the best intense workouts for each muscle
and the right form so you reap maximum results.

Strength Training Bible for Men
Originally published by Viking Penguin, 2014.

The Body Sculpting Bible Swimsuit Workout
Cassey Ho's Hot Body Year-Round
Men's Health The Book of Muscle
The coaching you need to build strength, maximum muscle
growth and power. Experts agree the fastest and most
effective way to build strength and increase muscle mass is to
lift weights. Written by top strength training professionals,
Strength Training Bible is the comprehensive, easy-tounderstand guide to mastering the basics of weight lifting and
barbell training. Divided by fitness levels, Strength Training
Bible shows you how to craft powerful workouts that are
tailored to your unique goals. Designed to minimize risk and
maximize results, the Strength Training Bible program
combines the best elements of strength training and weight
lifting in a program you can do at home or in the gym. With
the Strength Training Bible program you will: - Build muscle
and definition - Increase endurance and energy - Achieve
perfect form with detailed, step-by-step exercise instructions Turn your home work space or garage into a fully functional
weight room - Reach long-time fitness goals and maintain
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definition year-round - Get the body you’ve always wanted—in
record time! Stop looking for the “perfect program” and start
working towards your goals with an exercise regimen created
to help you reach the next level in physical fitness. It’s time to
take the first step towards your physical peak with Strength
Training Bible! Guided instructional videos, community, and
expert support for this book available at GetFitNow.com and
on Facebook at GetFitNowdotcom.

The Weight Training Diary
Save time on your workouts and look better than ever! Unlike
traditional dumbbells, the kettlebell's center of mass is
extended beyond the hand. Because more muscle groups are
utilized in the swinging and movement of a kettlebell than
during the lifting of dumbbells, a kettlebell workout is more
effective, and yields better results in less time. The
momentum generated by the kettlebell also reduces stress on
the joints and minimizes the chance for injury. While the
general public is starting to catch on to the power of the
kettlebell, many kettlebell books on the market merely feature
exercises for dumbbells, substituting the dumbbells with a
kettlebell. This approach fails to maximize the efficacy and
fun of the kettlebell as a workout tool. For the first time ever,
Body Sculpting with Kettlebells for Women provides a female
audience with kettlebell-specific workouts. Body Sculpting
with Kettlebells for Women will teach you: •The differences
between dumbbells and kettlebells •How the kettlebell's
shape enables endless variety of movement patterns •Sportspecific exercises to enhance performance •Uniquely
designed exercise programs to benefit all fitness levels
•Where to buy kettlebells and which kettlebells are best for
your fitness level •Basic nutritional guidelines for a more
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effective workout With easy to follow instructions, clear
photographs, and extensive information on the kettlebell,
Body Sculpting with Kettlebells for Women provides a
comprehensive guide to this unique fitness tool, making these
powerful workouts accessible to people of all fitness levels.
Created by U.S.A.'s first International Master of Kettlebell
Sport, Lorna Kleidman, this guide is sure to bring one of the
most effective workouts to date.

The Men's Fitness Exercise Bible
Achieve the breakthroughs in size for the lean and chiseled
muscular look that you’ve always wanted! Bodybuilding
expert Nick Evans presents a proven program for perfecting
your physique. More than simply hitting the gym and pumping
iron, Men’s Body Sculpting provides you with complete
programs for • generating mass, • reducing fat, • sculpting
your physique, and • maintaining your build. Each program
offers the specific exercises that professional bodybuilders
have used paired with in-depth advice on nutrition and
supplements to enhance your workouts and ensure rapid
results. Get the physique you want and get it now with Men’s
Body Sculpting!

Bodybuilding Anatomy, 2E
Obstacle Race Training Bible provides readers with one-stop
access to everything they need to know to prepare for and
successfully complete a Tough Mudder, Spartan Race,
Warrior Dash, or any of the other international or regional
obstacle races that are taking the world by storm. All of these
races combine running various distances and terrain with
hard-core obstacles that are both physically and mentally
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challenging: climbing through pitch-black flooded tubes and
over walls, carrying logs uphill, traversing monkey bars,
crawling through mud and under barbed wire, leaping over
burning hay bales, swimming in ice cold water, navigating
through live wires, and more. This combination of running and
obstacles is what gives participants a very different kind of
challenge than they get with a 5K, marathon, or triathlon. It's
a combination that also requires a very different approach to
training and preparation, and that's what this book provides.
Coverage includes: - Profiles of all the major races: running
distance, obstacles involved, completion percentage, fitness
level required, etc. - Obstacle overviews, including photos of
what they look like, the mental and physical challenges
involved, and the most effective strategies for completing
them - Obstacle-specific exercises that condition participants
for the strength, stamina, flexibility, and mental toughness
needed to complete the obstacle - 8-week training programs
designed for complete novices, elite athletes, and everyone in
between Important information on what to wear, nutrition
during training, and race day strategies

Hardgainer's Bodybuilding Handbook
Let your heart be warmed as the oil of T.D. Jakes' teaching
flows from your mind to your spirit. The balm in this book will
soothe all manner of traumas, tragedies, and
disappointments. For the single parent and the battered wife,
for the abused girl and the insecure woman, there is a cure
for the crisis! In this soft word for the sensitive ear, there is a
deep cleansing for those inaccessible areas of the feminine
heart. This book will help to fight back the infections of life.
Woman, Thou Art Loosed! will break the bands off the neck of
every woman who dares to read it!
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The Men's Health Home Workout Bible
A fourteen-day body sculpting workout targets the lower half
of a woman's body while making recommendations on how to
adapt routines for ongoing results, in a guide complemented
by meal charts and additional training tips for pregnant and
menopausal women. Original.

The Body Sculpting Bible for Women, Fourth
Edition
"No one understands what it means to be fit and female
better than Geralyn Coopersmith. Her work has brought
results to women nationwide." -Carol Espel, MS, National
Director of Group Fitness for Equinox Fitness Clubs "Every
woman should read Geralyn's book." -Michael Boyle, author
of Functional Training for Sports "Coopersmith leads the
reader to new levels of self-awareness and the ability to make
educated choices. Underlying her hip, upbeat tone is a sound
background in exercise physiology and a strong desire to
help women improve their lifestyles." -Joan Pagano, author of
Strength Training for Women Ever wonder why some women
look great with very little effort while others exercise and diet
obsessively with disappointing results? The fact is, when it
comes to getting in shape, all women are not created equal.
We've all heard about apples and pears, but there's lots more
to women's bodies than just that. If you've been frustrated by
fad diets and the workout of the month that never seems to
work, you need a program designed specifically for your
unique body type. In Fit + Female, Geralyn Coopersmith, a
top fitness expert and certified personal trainer, ditches the
one-size-fits-all approach to getting in shape and helps you
determine which type you are. Then you get a nutrition and
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exercise plan that's tailored for your needs, not just generic,
off-the-rack advice. If you want to get back into that clingy
little number that now hugs all the wrong places, this is the
realistic, scientific how-to for you!

Body Sculpting with Yoga
DELUXE PLATINUM EDITION—BIGGER AND BETTER
THAN EVER! MORE WORKOUTS, MORE NUTRITION, AND
MORE EXERCISES FOR A TOTAL PHYSIQUE
MAKEOVER. The Body Sculpting Bible for Men Platinum
Edition is the definitive workout and nutrition guide, updated
and expanded to include: • 21-Day Express Workouts and
unique time-saving exercises • Bonus nutritional section
including recipes and smart supplementation • Tips and
helpful information to keep you motivated and help you reach
your fitness goals The Body Sculpting Bible for Men Platinum
Edition includes exercises and workouts plus plus nutritional
guidance, meal plans, the inside scoop on supplements,
advice on keeping fit while traveling, and weightlifting
information for teens and seniors. The unique 14-Day Body
Sculpting Workout for Men drives your body hard in two-week
increments so the workout never stays the same for long and
the results—washboard abs, a chiseled chest, big guns, broad
shoulders, and tight buns—just keep on coming. For video
channel, online support and much more, visit
www.getfitnow.com. From the Trade Paperback edition.

The Body Sculpting Bible for Women, Fourth
Edition
"The Body Sculpting Bible for Men" contains all the original
detailed exercises that made it a bestselling phenomenon,
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plus a thoroughly revised diet and nutrition section, including
before and after workout meals; three new workouts focusing
on losing body fat, toning and shaping, and bulking up;
dozens of new exercises and variations, complete with allinclusive directions and photos; and a 30-minute instructional
DVD to show exactly the right form for maximum results.

Warrior Cardio
One of the most sought-after personal trainers in the United
States, fitness expert Schoenfeld updates his sculpting
program tailored to the unique training needs and goals of
women. This third edition includes a 60-minute DVD.

Body By Simone
From fitness and martial arts expert Martin Rooney, author of
top-selling Training for Warriors and Ultimate Warrior
Workouts, comes a complete twelve-week workout and diet
plan for anyone looking to shed pounds of fat and increase
muscle mass. In Warrior Cardio, the creator of the worldfamous Training for Warriors System provides the latest
scientifically proven techniques for cardiovascular training
paired with a weight loss plan that really delivers.

Men's Health Natural Bodybuilding Bible
This comprehensive guide includes not only exercises but
also nutritional tips, psychological tricks, meal charts, workout
graphs, different fitness plans, the inside scoop on
supplements and vitamins, advice on keeping fit while
travelling and fitness information for teens, seniors and
expectant mothers. The 14-Day body sculpting workout for
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women has been custom-designed by experts to sculpt, slim
and strengthen the unique contours of a woman's body. The
workout yields results - toned arms, flat abs, lean legs and
perfect curves.

The New Encyclopedia of Modern Bodybuilding
This comprehensive guide includes not only exercises but
also nutritional tips, psychological tricks, meal charts, workout
graphs, different fitness plans, the inside scoop on
supplements and vitamins, advice on keeping fit while
travelling and fitness information for teens, seniors and
expectant mothers. The 14-Day body sculpting workout for
women has been custom-designed by experts to sculpt, slim
and strengthen the unique contours of a woman's body. The
workout never stays the same for long and the results - toned
arms, flat abs, lean legs and perfect curves.

Sculpting Her Body Perfect
Body Sculpting with Yoga’s innovative new approach to
strength building combines unique body-weight and
resistance training exercises with traditional yoga practices. A
fresh take on endurance and strength-building workouts,
Body Sculpting with Yoga represents the next step forward
for reaching your physical peak. Even if you have never tried
a yoga workout, you can still feel comfortable with this
dynamic approach to training. Including nutritional guidelines,
warm-up routines, and motivated guidance, Gwen
Lawrence’s revolutionary program empowers you to achieve
defined arms and shoulders, lean sexy abs, and a strong,
sculpted body. With easy to follow instructions, clear
photographs, and extensive information on yoga techniques
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and strength-building tips, Body Sculpting with Yoga provides
a comprehensive guide to this unique fitness approach,
making these powerful workouts accessible to people of all
fitness levels. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Woman, Thou Art Loosed!
Your big day is on the way! On your wedding day, you want
to look your absolute best in even the most revealing of
wedding gowns. Are you ready to bare your shoulders, back,
and arms with a strapless, backless wonder? And don't forget
the honeymoon bikini! Together with personal trainer
RoseMarie Alfieri, James Villepigue and Hugo Rivera--the
experts who started the body sculpting phenomenon--have
designed a series of unique workouts that will get you in your
best shape in as little as four weeks. Whether you've booked
a cathedral or plan to elope to Vegas, they have the perfect
workout for you. The Body Sculpting Bible for Brides includes:
· Exercises to tone and shape your arms and shoulders ·
Stretching and breathing exercises to relieve those wedding
day jitters · Four, eight, and twelve-week programs to fit any
schedule · Tips to revitalize your energy levels and improve
your posture · Plus, nutritional tips, meal schedules,
motivational hints, workout plans, and more! From dumbbells
to wedding bells, brides everywhere will be saying "I do" to
The Body Sculpting Bible for Brides.

The Body Sculpting Bible for Abs
A comprehensive guide to effective strength training at home
offers coverage of a range of fitness equipment and
experience levels and provides additional consumer tips for
expanding a home gym.
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The Body Sculpting Bible for Brides
In Women's Home Workout Bible, fitness expert Brad
Schoenfeld makes sense of home-based workouts. The fullcolor book features 12 four-week programs for conditioning,
sculpting and core stability, plus three levels of fat-burning
cardio workouts. It also has consumer buying tips for products
and space guidelines for making the most of any home gym.
This is the ultimate guide to working out in the comfort of
home by building a gym suited to each specific budget!
Original.

Body Sculpting with Kettlebells for Men
The World's Most AUTHORITATIVE Guide to Building Your
Body You probably know a lot about building muscle. You
know which curl is the best for your biceps, you do every
possible exercise for your abdominals, and your 20-set benchpress routine is the envy of everyone in the gym. So why
haven't you gotten the results you want? This book has the
answer. In fact, it probably answers every question you've
ever asked about how your muscles work: What makes them
grow? What makes them show? Why didn't that champion
bodybuilder's routine work for you? But The Book of Muscle
does more than just explain how your muscles work. It also
gives you comprehensive muscle-building programs from a
world-class trainer. Ian King has spent 2 decades as strength
coach to world-champion and Olympic athletes. He is in wide
demand as a lecturer on athletic preparation and physique
development, and he is a popular contributor to Men's Health
magazine and T-mag.com, the most popular bodybuilding
Web site on the planet. Now, for the first time, he brings his
extraordinary knowledge and unique muscle-building systems
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to a book meant for regular guys who like to work out and
want to see better results than they've gotten from
conventional programs. Here's what you get from The Book
of Muscle that you can't get from any other book: • Three
complete 6-month, progressive workout programs created by
Ian King to optimize muscle growth by juxtaposing opposing
muscle actions • Ian King's revolutionary training-age system
to help you determine which program is right for you •
Complete abdominal training that ensures you'll not only get
that coveted six-pack but also develop the muscles that
prevent injuries and produce better performance on the
field--any field • Vital advice on warming up, stretching, and
recovering between workouts • The latest and best
information on how you need to eat to make your muscles
grow If you've never before bought a workout book, this
should be your first. And if you've tried all the others, this is
the one that finally delivers everything you have ever wanted
to know but couldn't find in one place.

The Body Sculpting Bible Express
This revised edition features routines proven to build muscle
and eliminate fat in just 21 minutes a day. Included is a
21-day menu plan designed to jump start the reader's path to
a new body. With routines that will fit into busy schedules, it is
a complete guide to fitness.

The Body Sculpting Bible for Men, Third Edition
Featuring the21 Minute Body Sculpting Workout Between
your family, your job, and your home, going to the gym is
probably the last thing you want to add to your to-do list. But if
you're looking for a quick and easy way to boost your energy,
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get lean and fit, and feel younger, stronger, and healthier,
you've found it. Here is a workout that works harder so you
don't have to work longer. From the experts that started the
body sculpting phenomenon comes a workout designed to
shape and tone your body in 21 minutes a day:The Body
Sculpting Bible:EXPRESS--Women's Edition. Jumpstart your
program with the 21-Day Challenge, then move on to the sixweek EXPRESS Workouts featuring 21-minute routines just 3
days a week. Based on the periodization principles that have
made theBody Sculpting Biblesa
success,EXPRESSWorkouts are guaranteed to: · Tone your
abs, thighs, and arms · Build firm and attractive muscle tone ·
Eliminate body fat and inches · Revitalize your energy · Get
you on the path towards lifelong fitness Featuring workouts
designed to work for you: All you need are dumbbells, a step
or a bench, and 21 minutes a day to stay active, toned, and
confident all year long.

The Body Sculpting Bible for Men
Explaining how the kettlebell's unique shape and construction
promotes a more effective workout experience, a
comprehensive guide outlines personal and sport-specific
exercise routines for users of all fitness levels. Original.

Fit and Female
DELUXE PLATINUM EDITION—BIGGER AND BETTER
THAN EVER! MORE WORKOUTS, MORE NUTRITION, AND
MORE EXERCISES FOR A TOTAL PHYSIQUE
MAKEOVER. The Body Sculpting Bible for Women, Platinum
Edition is the definitive workout and nutrition guide, updated
and expanded to include: • 21-Day Express Workouts and
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unique time-saving exercises • Bonus nutritional section
including recipes and smart supplementation • Tips and
helpful information to keep you motivated and help you reach
your fitness goals The Body Sculpting Bible for Women,
Platinum Edition includes exercises and workouts plus
nutritional guidance, meal plans, the inside scoop on
supplements, advice on keeping fit while traveling, and
weightlifting information for teens, seniors, and expectant
mothers. The unique 14-Day Body Sculpting Workout for
Women has been designed to sculpt, slim, and strengthen
the unique contours of a woman’s body. The workout never
stays the same for long and the results—toned arms, flat abs,
tight buns, lean legs, and curves in all the right places— just
keep on coming.

The Body Sculpting Bible for Chest & Arms
The complete weightlifting workout diary-from bestselling
author, body sculpting expert, and champion bodybuilder
Hugo Rivera Hugo Rivera gives you the tools you need to
keep your training workout on track with this sturdy, takealong diary that will help you plan your regimen and measure
your progress effectively. You'll find lots of space to log all of
the key elements of your training and make the most of every
workout, plus Rivera's expert weight-training guidance and
tips that will keep you focused and inspired. Includes Hugo's
Five Directives for good training and four 12-week
weightlifting plans that have everything spelled out for you
with no guesswork Provides plans for weight-training
beginners, veterans, and those aiming for a celebrity-style
body, as well as a 30-minute plan for people with busy work
and/or parenting schedules Includes space to log the date,
days since last workout, time and length of workout, and
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cycle, cardio exercises (time, distance/intensity, heart rate),
and strength exercises (muscle group, weights and reps,
types of sets) Features a helpful spiral binding that lies flat
and stays open, plus a durable, glossy cover- just what a
book needs to survive a sweaty gym The ideal addition to
your gym bag, The Weight Training Diary helps you achieve
results by taking the guesswork out of your workout regimen
and allowing you to focus on ways to identify and achieve
your bodybuilding and fitness goals.

The Body Sculpting Bible for Women, Third
Edition
NEW EDITION FEATURING THE 14-DAY BODY
SCULPTING WORKOUT AND MORE! It's body sculpting at
its best--the best exercises and the best training schedule out
there, anywhere. Also includes a complete nutrition guide and
diet plan for maximum results. The Body Sculpting Bible for
Women, Third Edition is now bigger and better than ever!
Now with updated and revised material, it contains all the
original detailed exercises that made it a best-selling
phenomenon, plus: • New Rapid Body Sculpting Workouts
and Bodyweight Workouts • Six new diet plans, including milkfree and ovo-lacto-vegetarian diets • Even more tips and
helpful information to keep you motivated and help you reach
your fitness goals This comprehensive guide includes not
only exercises but also nutritional tips, psychological tricks,
meal charts, workout graphs, different fitness plans, the inside
scoop on supplements and vitamins, advice on keeping fit
while traveling, and weightlifting information for teens,
seniors, and expectant mothers. The 14-Day Body Sculpting
Workout for Women has been custom designed by experts to
sculpt, slim, and strengthen the unique contours of a
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woman’s body. The workout never stays the same for long
and the results —toned arms, flat abs, tight buns, lean legs,
and curves in all the right places—just keep on coming. With
no diet pills, gimmicks, or gadgets, The Body Sculpting Bible
for Women, Third Edition is the gold standard for body
sculpting, and the essential guide to getting you the body of
your dreams. For video channel, online support and much
more, visit www.getfitnow.com.
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